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Abstract

Modelling regional-scale attenuation of seismic waves at ∼ 1 Hz is challenging, espe-

cially when these waves propagate across both continental and oceanic crust. Recent

developments in seismic imaging and modelling have provided us with the com-

putational tools necessary to reconstruct these mixed settings using deterministic

(coherent) and stochastic (coda) information. Here, we present new tomographic

maps of coda-attenuation for both the Italian peninsula and the Tyrrhenian Sea.

Kernel-based coda attenuation imaging in the diffusive approximation is tested in

the oceanic environment, highlighting a non-diffusive behaviour across the Southern

Tyrrhenian Sea. Joint deterministic and Radiative Transfer forward modelling of

coherent and scattered waves (Radiative3D) is then performed for the portion of

this area showing the lowest coda attenuation. The corresponding parametric study

shows that coda attenuation is an efficient marker of variations of Moho depths and

crustal reverberations, such as those we observe in a transitional area (character-

ized by continental crust and thicker Moho) between two oceanic basins (Vavilov

and Marsili). Diffusive tomographic imaging informed by Radiative3D modelling re-

constructs high-attenuation patterns along the Italian peninsula in agreement with

the thick sediments cover across the Po Plain and the Adriatic coast and the mag-
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matic systems in the Central Campanian province. A combined approach of coda-

attenuation imaging and modelling can constrain Moho depths and spatial variations

of seismic attenuation at regional scale and in mixed continental-oceanic settings.

Keywords: Tyrrhenian Sea, seismic attenuation tomomography, seismic modelling,

Moho depths, volcanism

1. Introduction1

The joint application of velocity and attenuation tomography improves the re-2

construction of structural features of the Earth at local, regional, and global scales.3

Measurements of direct- and coda-wave seismic attenuation show high sensitivity4

to crustal and upper-mantle heterogeneities (Romanowicz & Mitchell, 2007). This5

information can be mapped in space depending on the characteristics of the studied6

phases (e.g., direct or refracted waves) and their sensitivity to space, depending on7

their dominant frequency content (Dahlen & Baig, 2002).8

The attenuation of coda waves (Q−1c ), the later portion of high-frequency (>9

0.1Hz) regional and crustal seismograms, has become an additional imaging at-10

tribute in the last two decades (Romanowicz & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet et al., 2013;11

Borleanu et al., 2017). ”Coda waves” are wave-trains following a crustal phase, like a12

direct-S wave (Calvet et al., 2013) or Lg wave, generated and multiply-reflected inside13

the crust (Campillo et al., 1985; Sens-Schönfelder et al., 2009). The coda of Lg-waves14

has been modelled and employed for mapping in a larger number of studies due to15

its sensitivity to well-constrained crustal depths and the abundance in recordings at16

regional and global scales (Xie & Mitchell, 1990; De Souza & Mitchell, 1998; Mitchel17

et al., 1998; Mitchell et al., 2008, 2015). These works rely on the single scattering18

approximation and assume the coda sensitivity to a scattering ellipsoid (Sato et al.,19

2012). In the last decade, shear-wave attenuation imaging studies have started to20

use a multiple-scattering and/or diffusive approximation (Calvet et al., 2013; Bor-21

leanu et al., 2017). At the local scale, at frequencies above 1 Hz, and especially in22

volcanoes, the diffusive approximation has been justified by the high heterogeneity of23
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media that rapidly disperse coherent information enhancing coda (Wegler & Lühr,24

2001). Below 3 Hz, the size of velocity heterogeneities becomes comparable with25

seismic wavelength λ, leading to a transition from a small-scattering far-field to a26

resonant scattering regime (Cormier & Sanborn, 2019). In this case, coda waves pri-27

marily consist of strong reverberations (dominated by surface-wave) and scattering28

due to larger-scale structures (Gabrielli et al., 2020). At the regional scale, these re-29

verberations are recognized as crucial to model coda envelopes effectively at ∼ 1Hz30

(Morozov & Safarshahi, 2020). Recognizing the effect of crustal and near-surface31

layering on coda waves is important to understand the validity of models of coda32

generation alternative to those grounded on S-wave Q and uniformly-distributed ran-33

dom, small-scale heterogeneity, independent of frequency. According to the standard34

description of coda waves, the redistribution of energy in the tail of crustal phases35

is a manifestation of multiple scattering (Sato et al., 2012) that a diffusion equation36

can model at late lapse times (Aki & Chouet, 1975). If late-lapse-time Q−1c pro-37

vides a direct measurement of energy absorption (Calvet et al., 2013), the38

results of Cormier & Sanborn (2019) suggest that these techniques could39

be applied in oceanic settings.40

Diffusive kernels based on radiative transfer theory and representing the sensi-41

tivity of body-wave phases to crustal structures have been introduced by different42

researchers in the last decade (Obermann et al., 2013; Mayor et al., 2014; Marg-43

erin et al., 2016; Del Pezzo et al., 2016, 2018). The kernels adopt the Paasschens44

(1997)’s approximation of the energy transport equation in the single-layer hypoth-45

esis of Pacheco & Snieder (2005). Most recent applications focus on local volcanic46

and faulted media at frequencies above 1 Hz (Obermann et al., 2013; Prudencio47

et al., 2013a,b; De Siena et al., 2017; Prudencio et al., 2018; Gabrielli et al., 2020;48

Sketsiou et al., 2020; Napolitano et al., 2020). Mayor et al. (2016) provide the first49

application of kernel-based coda attenuation imaging at regional scale (the Alps and50

Northern Apennines). They employ a regionalization approach for mapping absorp-51

tion anomalies with the kernels devised by Mayor et al. (2014). The application is52
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made possible by the short source-station distances and the thick Moho, which avoids53

the sharp contrasts of scattering properties enhancing Lg waves (Sens-Schönfelder54

et al., 2009). A framework for the inversion of kernel-based coda-wave attenuation55

in volcanic media has been developed by De Siena et al. (2017). This inversion56

scheme assumes that seismic energy propagates only within the bound-57

aries of the inversion grid: this is generally the case for diffusive kernels58

as the energy remains concentrated near the source and station (Ober-59

mann et al., 2013; Mayor et al., 2014; Del Pezzo et al., 2016). In this case,60

energy can be normalized in space to obtain spatially-dependent attenu-61

ation values from source-station measurements. However, De Siena et al.62

(2017) applied the procedure to a small-scale volcanic area of about 10 km63

lateral extension. Ogiso (2019) and Shito et al. (2020) extended the use64

of diffusive kernels to depth-dependent regional media (lateral extension65

of the order of 500 km) in southwestern Japan. This inversion procedure66

provides a forward model to image scattering and absorption, allowing to67

perform resolution tests.68

The effect of crustal pinching (Sanborn et al., 2017; Sanborn & Cormier, 2018)69

and loss of energy due to leakage into the mantle (Margerin et al., 1999; Wegler,70

2005; Margerin, 2017) contrast the hypothesis that coda attenuation is a simple71

superposition of scattering and absorption, especially at frequencies around 1Hz.72

Therefore, one important issue is the validity of diffusive kernels to model propagation73

of Lg coda waves at the regional scale under the ocean. If we cannot rely on kernels,74

there is still the possibility that diffusive coda attenuation mapping could highlight75

where the strongest reverberations occur. In areas where data sensitivity is76

sufficient, kernel-based imaging could mark the location of either high-77

scattering materials or regions of anomalous Moho variations.78

Both the deterministic and stochastic characteristics of multiple scattering in a79

thick crust can be modelled using radiative transfer theory (Sens-Schönfelder et al.,80

2009). The RADIATIVE3D code (http://rainbow.phys.uconn.edu/geowiki/Radiative3D)81
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by Sanborn et al. (2017) builds on previous ray-tracing (Menke, 2005) and radiative82

transfer (Shearer & Earle, 2004) codes to model coherent and stochastic energy en-83

velopes induced by deterministic large-scale structure and small-scale heterogeneities.84

This code represents the ideal forward modelling tool for the Lg waves, especially85

across the oceanic basins or in the areas where scattering characteristics change86

rapidly in space, at least if sufficient information on seismic interfaces are available.87

The efficient estimation of deterministic effects on coda wavefields recorded at the88

regional scale appears urgent given the above-mentioned debate on the true origin89

of coda waves, and now that the coda of noise cross-correlations are also used for Qc90

imaging (Soergel et al., 2020).91

The Tyrrhenian Sea is ideally suited to understand the limitation of diffusive ap-92

proximations in the presence of crustal reverberations, crustal pinches, and volcanic93

materials. Several high-resolution Moho maps exist (Di Stefano et al., 2011; Manu-94

Marfo et al., 2019) and a study regarding the efficiency of the crustal and uppermost95

mantle shear waves (Lg and Sn) was carried out by Mele et al. (1997) in this region at96

low frequencies. These authors found inefficient Sn propagation for paths across the97

southern Tyrrhenian Sea. They interpreted observations as due to asthenospheric98

material in the uppermost mantle, likely related to volcanic activity and high heat99

flow. Lg blockage resulted particularly relevant off the coast of Calabria and Sicily100

and under the Apennine mountain belt.101

This study investigates how lateral variations in crustal structure (variations in102

crustal thickness, crustal reverberations, multiple scattering and absorption) influ-103

ence coda attenuation in the Tyrrhenian basin. In Section 2, we discuss the ap-104

plication of standard coda-attenuation imaging using approximate diffusive space-105

weighting and sensitivity-kernel functions (see Sketsiou et al., 2020, for a review of106

the differences). We include deterministic information on Moho depths and107

sedimentary covers and apply a full Radiative3D forward modelling where108

diffusive coda imaging shows the primary negative anomalies. This area109

has a mixed oceanic-continental nature (see Section 3). Finally, we dis-110
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cuss how coda imaging using a Radiative3D forward modelling can become111

an alternative marker of sharp variations of Moho depths, crustal rever-112

berations and small-scale heterogeneity in mixed continental and oceanic113

settings.114

2. Data and Methods115

We analyze velocity waveform data recorded by permanent and temporary broad-116

band seismic stations in Italy and Corsica (Fig. 1). The stations belong to the perma-117

nent seismic networks operated by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia118

(INGV) and the Reseau sismologique et géodésique français (RESIF, 3 stations in119

Corsica) and to a 10-receivers temporary seismic network, LiSard (whose acronym120

stands for “lithosphere of Sardinia”), which operated from July 2016 to November121

2018. To achieve the best coverage across the Tyrrhenian Sea, we select 50 crustal122

earthquakes of magnitude (Mw) ranging from 4 to 6, recorded at around 270 stations123

and occurred between 2010 and 2018. Only events with high magnitude (> 4) are124

considered to exclude a low signal-to-noise ratio for data recorded across the Tyrrhe-125

nian Sea. Location of epicenters, magnitude, and origin time of earthquakes have126

been determined by the INGV (cnt.rm.ingv.it). The epicentral distances range from127

400 km up to almost 800 km. Most of the data are characterized by focal depths in128

the range of 1 to 20 km. The final dataset consists of around 700 waveforms and the129

heterogeneous ray density is shown in Fig. 1. After the deconvolution of the instru-130

ment response, we filter the seismograms in the frequency band 0.5-1.5Hz (chosen131

by looking at the spectrogram in Fig. S1 in Supplementary materials) applying a132

fourth-order Butterworth band-pass filter.133

2.1. Coda attenuation measurements134

Coda attenuation is measured using the inverse of the coda quality factor (Q−1c ).

The energy envelope of seismic coda waves in the standard description decays as
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(Aki & Chouet, 1975):

E(t, f) = S(f)t−αe−2πft/Qc(f) (1)

where E is the energy density, S(f) is a frequency-dependent source and/or site term,135

t is the lapse time, f is the central frequency, and Qc is dependent on frequency. The136

factor α is a fixed exponent and depends on the physical model used to describe coda137

waves. At low frequencies and in the single scattering regime, α = 2 (Sato et al., 2012)138

and the coda quality factor depends on scattering and absorption: Q−1c = Q−1sc +Q−1i ,139

where sc and i stand respectively for scattering and intrinsic. At long lapse times,140

coda waves are ideally composed of multiple-scattered waves and, over a certain lapse141

time, coda waves can be forward modelled by a diffusion process. In this assumption,142

α = 3/2 and Qc is a measurement of seismic absorption Qi (see Sato et al., 2012,143

Chapter 3, Section 3.1.3). Q−1c values are estimated from Eq. 1 performing a linear144

regression in a coda time window which, as shown by Calvet & Margerin (2013),145

should not be affected by any transient (coherent) wave packet.146

Calvet & Margerin (2013) state the importance of taking into account the same147

range of epicentral distances and of adopting the same coda onset time (tw) for all148

data to avoid the mixing of early and late coda windows. Different coda onsets are149

thus explored without limiting the distance range. The choice tw = 2tS (tS is the150

arrival time of S-waves), a standard threshold for coda attenuation measurements,151

requires onsets greater than 200 s due to both the average epicentral distance and152

S-wave velocity. Based on this information, we selected two different coda onsets153

tw, i.e. 220 s and 270 s, setting the coda window length Lw to 100 s and 90 s,154

respectively. The first choice is more conservative in terms of signal-to-noise ratio155

and source-station coverage, while the second is more likely to represent coda waves156

in the diffusive regime. To compare the tomographic results, we estimate the value of157

Q−1c in the two coda windows selected by performing a standard least-squares linear158

fit of the logarithm of E(t, f)t1.5 (see Eq.(1)) after taking the Hilbert transform of the159

signal. Values of Qc are accepted if the correlation coefficient of the linear regression160
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is greater than 0.6 (Calvet et al., 2013).161

In Fig. 2, we plotted Qc as a function of the epicentral distance for162

the two cases mentioned above to test our assumption of seismic diffusion163

in the selected window. Calvet & Margerin (2013) show that we can164

define the ideal coda window if Qc−1 is constant with epicentral distance.165

In that case, multiple scattering is approaching diffusion. Coherent and166

reverberating waves in the crust will act against diffusion. All the plots167

computed for different values of tw as well as the visual inspection of seismograms168

show that there is no clear decreasing or increasing trend relative to the epicentral169

distance associated with wave transients after 200 s. We apply a fit using the normal170

function to Q−1c distribution for each coda onset to evaluate the mean value and the171

standard deviation (Fig. 2) and the outliers threshold (Q−1c > 5 · 10−3).172

2.2. Inversion for coda attenuation173

The measurements carried out in the previous section were aimed at testing if we174

could model scattering at the chosen lapse time and window length with a diffusive175

approximation. If energy remains in a single-scattering crustal layer, we can then176

set up the inversion scheme devised by De Siena et al. (2017) to obtain spatially-177

dependent coda attenuation using 2D source-station sensitivity kernels Mayor et al.178

(2014); Del Pezzo et al. (2016); Ogiso (2019) for each source and receiver pair. The179

kernels allow us mapping the effective sensitivity of the Qc parameters in space180

and build the rows of the inversion matrix. The first kernels used (K1) are those181

proposed by (Del Pezzo et al., 2016). Their primary limitation is that they are182

computed via a Monte Carlo numerical simulation of the energy transport theory183

equation in a diffusive highly-heterogeneous medium at the local scale, for the first184

15 second of the seismogram. Sketsiou et al. (2020) compare these kernels and185

lapse-time dependent computational kernels devised for diffusive media (Paasschens,186

1997; Pacheco & Snieder, 2005; Obermann et al., 2013; Mayor et al., 2016; Del Pezzo187

et al., 2018; Ogiso, 2019), finding little differences in applications at the regional scale.188
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While the K1s dramatically reduce computation times during the forward189

step of the tomographic procedure, computational lapse-time dependent190

kernels (K2) (Pacheco & Snieder, 2005) are more appropriate to model191

the spatial sensitivity in a multiple scattering regime. Both K1 and K2192

show the highest sensitivity at source and receiver locations. However, the193

K2 sensitivity is reduced along the segment between sources and stations.194

Due to the absence of stations and sources across the basin in our study195

(Fig. 1), these kernels will lead to a loss of source-station sensitivity in196

the Southern Tyrrhenian Basin. The inversion strategy normalizes the197

energy density across the inversion grid, assuming that no energy has left198

the grid through its deep and lateral boundaries De Siena et al. (2017).199

While this approximation is proven to stand for the lateral boundaries200

when using sensitivity kernels (Sketsiou et al., 2020), this is not the case201

for shallow Moho under oceans, causing reverberations and leakage that202

trade-off with scattering and absorption. We used a first-order Tikhonov203

inversion, employing both the analytic K1 and computational K2 kernels204

for the construction of the inversion matrix (De Siena et al., 2017; Sketsiou205

et al., 2020) and parameterized the area with a grid spacing of 0.5◦ in206

both latitude and longitude to invert for the spatial distribution of Q−1c .207

We use the inversion not just as a benchmark for resolution but also to208

understand if the forward model and kernels we propose are physically209

acceptable. The assumption on which we build the kernels is invalid in210

the case of energy leakage and crustal thinning. The existence of zones of211

negative Qc in the final tomographic maps obtained using positive high-212

quality data can be a marker of both insufficient coverage and improper213

forward model. The results can mark areas of energy leakage and crustal214

reverberations, benchmarked by geological and geophysical observations.215

The inversion problems have data vectors of 680 elements for the coda window216

220-320 s and 620 elements for 270-360 s. The rows of the inversion matrices G (680217
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by 504 and 620 by 504, respectively) are the normalized kernels (De Siena et al.,218

2017) used to solve, overall, 504 model parameters. The inversion problems are ill-219

posed, and over-determined only in the parts of the grid sampled by sufficient sources220

and stations (Fig. 1). At 1 Hz, the same damping parameter (i.e. 0.13, Fig. 3) has221

been selected for both coda windows to obtain a map of the spatial variations of coda222

attenuation. We evaluate its resolution by performing a checkerboard test with cell223

dimension 4 times the node spacing (2◦×2◦ - Fig. 4). The results obtained using224

K2s are shown in the Supplementary materials. While the resolution is225

lower applying K2s (see Fig. S2 in Supplementary materials), the resolved226

areas show similar patterns with both kernels. We thus build the forward227

modelling and discussion focusing on the analytic kernel-based inversion.228

3. Results229

3.1. Coda-attenuation mapping230

The inversion results for both coda windows, 220-320 s and 270-360 s, are shown231

in Figure 5. Figure 5a, corresponding to the window 220-320 s, consistently shows232

the highest attenuation across the continental regions. The resolution test (Figure233

4) allows the interpretation of high-attenuation zones across the peninsula and the234

Northern Tyrrhenian Sea and low-attenuation areas across Tuscany and the southern235

basin. Extending south from ∼ 41◦ latitude and ∼ 13◦ longitude until 38◦ latitude,236

across the Tyrrhenian Sea, we observe the most intense low-attenuation anomaly237

(negative Qc down to −.004). The negative attenuation anomaly in the southern238

part of the basin is obtained using positive data and different damping parameters239

in the inversion procedure. The hit count, generally in tomographic imaging240

when using coda (Soergel et al., 2020), ensures that this is a well-covered241

area (Fig. 1). Profile AA’ taken at the centre of this NS low-attenuation242

anomaly crosses the shallowest Moho depths modelled by Manu-Marfo243

et al. (2019) across the Tyrrhenian Sea. Negative Qc anomalies in this244

region could then be interpreted as a marker of the breakdown of the245
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diffusive regime (Margerin, 2017). In practice, this inference is not so246

straightforward, as coda sensitivity is better described by the kernels K1247

and K2 (Fig. S3).248

The second choice of coda window (270-360 s) better fits the diffusive assumption249

at the expense of signal-to-noise ratio. In this case, we had to restrict the coda250

duration to Lw = 90s to avoid modelling noise. Fig. 5b shows the inversion results251

with the same damping factor defined for the previous onset (0.13). The comparison252

between these two maps in Figure 5 shows consistent attenuation anomalies along the253

peninsula. While the negative Qc anomalies are strongly dampened, their signature254

persists across profile AA’ in the Southern Tyrrhenian basin.255

3.2. Modeling with Radiative3D256

Previous tests suggest that, on average, transient coherent phases do not affect257

the coda wavefield for the onset tw = 220s. The test is often used as a benchmark258

for equipartition in the continental crust, a necessary condition to apply diffusive259

techniques (Calvet & Margerin, 2013; Sketsiou et al., 2020). Regardless, diffusion260

is unlikely to set at these frequencies and lapse times across the entire medium.261

The outliers across the epicentral distance range (Fig. 2) are indicative of non-262

diffusive behaviour at specific distances. Likely causes are shallow Moho depths,263

which characterize especially the southern Tyrrhenian Sea (Manu-Marfo et al., 2019),264

and reverberating phases in the crust linked, e.g., to sediment accumulation (Shapiro265

et al., 1996) and volcanic activity (Mele et al., 1997). We use the map obtained for266

tw = 220s to guide the radiative transfer forward modelling and thus clarify the origin267

of the anomalous results in the tomographic maps. We select source-station paths268

that cross anomalies with negative Qc values and areas of shallow Moho depths under269

the resolved portions of the Tyrrhenian Sea (Manu-Marfo et al., 2019). Seismic waves270

travelling through these regions are governed by crustal phases, whose propagation is271

influenced mostly by crustal thickness variation and sediments accumulation (Zhang272

& Lay, 1995; Shapiro et al., 1996).273
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The Radiative3D code is the ideal framework to forward model envelopes in these274

settings (Sanborn et al., 2017), testing the onset of Lg waves and leakage effects275

related to the imaged structures. Radiative3D can model the combined effects of276

both large-scale and small-scale structures on the seismograms envelopes (Sanborn277

et al., 2017). The code provides the distribution of seismic energy inside the medium278

by joining coherent ray propagation in deterministic structures and the effects of279

background velocity fluctuations on direct and scattered waves.280

The setup of the simulation includes meshes representing water, sediments, crustal281

layers, and Moho. The layers are characterized by different values of velocity fluc-282

tuations percentage ε, correlation length a, and coda quality factor Q. The Moho283

depth is set according to two different studies: Manu-Marfo et al. (2019) and Finetti284

(2003). We simulate an azimuthally symmetric medium, i.e, one that does not take285

into account lateral variations of the crustal profile. The velocity of each layer is set286

according to Manu-Marfo et al. (2019) (Tab. 2). Then, we varied the Moho depth,287

the scattering parameters and the values of the velocity in each layer along the profile288

to obtain the best fit between the synthetic envelope and the real data. As ε and a289

are affected by important trade-offs (Cormier & Sanborn, 2019) we decided to keep a290

constant and only vary ε. From preliminary analyses, the arrival of coherent phases291

(direct, reflected, or refracted) is mostly affected by changes in Moho depth. Thus292

we kept the velocities in each layer constant.293

3.2.1. Selected earthquakes for comparison294

We selected from the INGV catalog (cnt.rm.ingv.it) two earthquakes that oc-295

curred in central Italy in 2016. The receiver we considered is located in Sicily296

(37.89◦, 13.30◦ - IV.CORL) and is high broadband and high gain seismometer. The297

first filtered signal in Fig. 6 corresponds to an earthquake (Event A) located at298

(42.7◦, 13.23◦) and at a depth of 8 km. Fig. 4 shows the filtered signal of the second299

event (Event B) located at (42.6◦, 13.29◦) and at a depth of 9 km. Both earthquakes300

nucleated on normal faults, as shown by their almost-identical focal mechanisms cal-301
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culated by the INGV (cnt.rm.ingv.it). The strike, dip, and rake parameters were302

embedded in Radiative3D to simulate the source.303

3.2.2. Parametric study304

All the parameters necessary to forward model coherent waves in Radiative3D305

are presented in Tables 1-2. The model that best fits both seismic arrivals and direct-306

wave amplitudes (Model 1 - Table 1) is the one where the Moho rises gradually from307

the Italian coast towards the south of the Tyrrhenian sea, producing a thin crustal308

pinch (Figure 6a). Figure 6b compares the synthetic energy envelope produced by309

this model at 1 Hz with the seismogram of Event A filtered between 0.5 and 1.5310

Hz. We also show the second-best model obtained in our parametric study, where311

both steepness of the Moho and pinches onsets are kept at the same locations, but312

the Moho is deeper (Fig. 7). As for the first model, it reproduces the S- and early-313

coda wave energies efficiently, but it fails to retrieve the onset and amplitude of314

compressional waves.315

Once the parameters controlling deterministic propagation were set, we varied316

the scattering (ε) parameters in both the crust and the mantle (Table 3), trying317

to fit the broadening of crustal phases (Fig. 8). The best forward model of the318

seismogram associated with Event A corresponds to the shallow Moho (Fig. 6) and319

a relevant contrast between high scattering in the crust and low scattering in the320

mantle. The same is apparent when selecting Event B, recorded at the same station321

(Fig. S4 in Supplementary materials).322

As in Cormier & Sanborn (2019), we discuss the effects of regional and local323

heterogeneities on seismic waves propagation in terms of different scattering regimes324

by exploiting the trade-off between the velocity fluctuation ε and the scale length325

a, i.e the heterogeneities size. Fig. 9 shows different combinations of ε and a,326

corresponding to different am product, where m is the wavenumber. By varying327

these two parameters, the trade-off am ∼ 1 (corresponding to ε2a) allows retrieving328

the same synthetic envelope in Fig. 6. Wu & Aki (1988) describe this scattering329
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domain as resonant scattering (Mie scattering) due to heterogeneities with a size330

comparable to the wavelength. We filtered the signal in the frequency band 0.5−1.5331

Hz: as the corresponding wavelength is around 7− 3 km, the propagation is affected332

by the presence of the crustal pinch, where the crust is only 7km thick.333

At these frequencies and lapse times, a choice of the coda time-window based ex-334

clusively on the stability of Qc with epicentral distance (Fig. 2) clearly oversimplifies335

the complexities induced by a changing Moho and crustal thickness variations and336

changing sediment accumulation. As here the Mie scattering regime rules scattering337

propagation, crustal reverberations are the dominant physical mechanism generating338

coda, explaining the anomalous behaviour of the tomographic maps. The trade-off339

between ε and a (Fig. 9) shows that: (1) at these frequencies a high-scattering regime340

(ε2/a) is unable to model the early coda; (2) synthetic envelopes corresponding to341

different scattering regimes are still clearly separated at 220 s but progressively co-342

incide from 270 s onwards. This onset is preferred to estimate the Qc parameters, as343

the overlap between envelopes is a better marker of a multi-scale diffusive process.344

3.2.3. Comparison between data and synthetic Q−1c345

We measure Qc using the time window 270-360 s for the synthetic346

traces recovered for Events A (Mw 6.0) and B (Mw 4.8), shown in Fig-347

ures 6b and 4, respectively. The Radiative3D code does not account for348

the earthquake magnitude, so the synthetic traces are normalised to the349

maximum amplitude of the real data. The agreement between synthetic350

and data Q−1c is excellent for the high-magnitude Event A (Fig. 10). The351

low-magnitude Event B has a lower signal-to-noise, and the coda win-352

dow 270-360s is thus dominated by noise, with no agreement between the353

synthetic and real Q−1c . We remind that this event was discarded from354

our tomographic procedure. This observation implies that low-magnitude355

coda waves could be blocked in the presence of strong Moho variations.356

To evaluate energy leakage and crustal reverberations due to crustal357
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thickness variations, we obtained the synthetic trace Q−1c with and with-358

out the pinched region. Figure 11 shows the synthetic traces and Q−1c359

values obtained for the two models. The comparison shows the dramatic360

leakage affecting direct wave energy and reduction of peak-delays in the361

presence of a shallow Moho (Calvet & Margerin, 2013; Borleanu et al.,362

2017). However, the shallow Moho causes reverberations that apparently363

flatten the envelope, causing lower coda attenuation. In Supplementary364

materials (Fig. S5), we show the Q−1c calculated in three different coda365

windows. We demonstrate that the presence of the pinch generally in-366

creases the Q−1c value except for the window 270-360s where the effect367

of crustal reverberations turns out to be dominant. This observation in-368

dicates that diffusion cannot be reached even at these later lapse times369

(Morozov & Safarshahi, 2020).370

4. Discussion371

4.1. Southern Tyrrhenian basin372

By mapping coda attenuation (Fig. 5a), we found the main negative Qc anomaly373

located in the region characterized by the shallowest Moho mapped by Manu-Marfo374

et al. (2019) in the Southern Tyrrhenian basin. Then we forward modelled envelopes375

across this region. The best Radiative3D model of seismic phases and amplitudes376

is indeed obtained for a very shallow Moho (Moho depths < 15km), which must377

characterize the area of pinch between 41 and 38 degrees of latitude and 13 degrees378

of longitude. The anomalous behaviour of this region is thus linked to the formation379

of Lg waves, which are unexpected for such shallow Moho depths. Tomographic and380

Radiative3D models both point to the existence of a structure different from the381

typical surrounding oceanic crust. In the central and southern Tyrrhenian basin,382

the negative Qc anomalies obtained in a diffusive approximation are thus a reliable383

indicator of a higher-scattering volume and crustal reverberations, and cannot be384

interpreted with a standard separation of scattering and intrinsic attenuation.385
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Lg waves propagate through the continental crust at velocities between about 3.2386

and 3.6 km/s (Campillo et al., 1985; Romanowicz & Mitchell, 2007). We can assume387

that the coda envelopes are still dominated by crustal phases and the earlier coda388

window imaging comprises the coda of the Lg phase recorded across profile AA’.389

Most of the studies regarding Lg phase focus on its onset in frequency bands from390

0.5 Hz up to 3 Hz or above (Campillo et al., 1985; Zhang & Lay, 1995; Rodgers391

et al., 1997; Baumgardt, 2001; Sens-Schönfelder et al., 2009). By targeting the 1 Hz392

frequency band (0.5 − 1.5 Hz) we demonstrated that a weak scattering regime, the393

preferred model for continental-scale propagation (Mitchell et al., 2008), is unable394

to model our observations (Fig. 9). The differences in Lg propagation observed395

across the Tyrrhenian Sea (Mele et al., 1997) are thus likely due to the onset of the396

Mie scattering regime. In this regime, scattering and absorption imaging techniques397

that are either based on a single-(small) scattering regime (Mitchell et al., 2015) or398

on higher-scattering approximations (Calvet et al., 2013; Sato et al., 2012; Sketsiou399

et al., 2020) are strongly biased.400

While estimating Qc, we did not apply any correction for the leakage of energy401

into the mantle, which potentially contributes to the decay of the coda around 1Hz402

(Korn, 1993; Margerin et al., 1999). The gradient in Moho topography we propose403

through our modelling can cause this energy leakage as a result of the reduced angle404

of incidence of the raypath (Bostock & Kennett, 1990). However, leakage should405

reduce, not increase the energy recorded across the pinch, thus producing higher,406

not lower attenuation.407

As the shallow-Moho profile in Fig. 6a is the best to forward model the signal,408

the crustal thinning does not corrupt the efficiency of the Lg propagation and its409

amplitude, which is comparable to the compressional phases (Fig. 6b, Fig. 7b).410

Shapiro et al. (1996) and Baumgardt (2001) have observed that Moho depths are411

actually not as important as expected for the blockage of the Lg phase. They found412

out that thick sediment accumulation in a sedimentary basin could be responsible413

for the attenuation of the crustal phase because energy is transferred into slow shear414
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waves trapped inside the sediments. The presence of thin sediments in the Southern415

Tyrrhenian basin and their absence especially across the considered path has been416

assessed by several studies (Duschenes et al., 1986; Moskalenko, 1992; Pepe et al.,417

2005; Pontevivo & Panza, 2006). It is thus the most likely explanation for the418

more efficient propagation of Lg in the Southern Tyrrhenian basin with respect to419

the northern part (Shapiro et al., 1996) where thicker sediments layers are present420

(Moeller et al., 2013). Also, if the characteristics of the region crossed by profile AA’421

are very different from those around them, such wave trapping becomes a feasible422

explanation of the anomalously-high energy recorded in the Lg coda.423

While the Moho map of Manu-Marfo et al. (2019) shows unique shallow Moho424

across the negative Qc area, (Sartori, 2003) pointed out a small region of deeper Moho425

inside it. This region has been geologically identified as a portion of continental crust,426

named Issel bridge, separating the recent and small Marsili basin in the East from427

the larger Vavilov basin in the West. These two oceanic sub-basins, the Vavilov428

Plain and the Marsili Plain, are separated by a thicker continental crustal layer,429

where the Moho depth supposedly increases up to ∼ 15km (Mascle & Rehault,430

1990; Sartori, 2003). The presence of continental and high-velocity crust is thus431

highlighted by the negative Q−1c in the inversion results obtained with the coda432

window starting at tw = 220 s (Fig. 5a) and is confirmed by the forward modelling.433

At these time lapses, the hypothesis of a single uniform layer comprising propagation434

is invalid. The mapping of coda anomalies at these frequencies and scales is instead435

a marker of a sharp lateral variation in Moho depths associated with alternating436

oceanic and continental crust. While the results obtained at a longer coda-window437

onset (tw = 270 s) are more likely to represent absorption patterns, they still confirm438

the anomalous attenuation characteristics of this portion of the Tyrrhenian Sea.439

Both coda windows show an average Q−1c value equal to 2.7 · 10−3 (Qm =440

370) for the resolved areas. For the continental region in Northern Italy,441

Mayor et al. (2016) provide a Q−1c average value for the frequency band442

1-2Hz (Qm = 203), which is higher than our estimation. A higher Q−1c value443
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is retrieved also by Bianco et al. (2002) for the Southern Apennines. How-444

ever, both these measurements are done in regions of thick Moho. We445

are mapping attenuation in a wider area comprising the oceanic basin. As446

demonstrated in Figure 11, the regions of crustal reverberations lower the447

Q−1c values within the basin, and thus their average over oceanic datasets.448

While this observation goes against the standard application of coda-wave449

imaging (Calvet & Margerin, 2013; Borleanu et al., 2017), this sensitiv-450

ity opens a pathway for the measurement of Moho depths using coda451

attenuation variations.452

4.2. The Apennines and the Northern Tyrrhenian basin453

Both coda window choices show similar coda attenuation patterns along the Ital-454

ian peninsula (Figure 5). The maps obtained at a later onset are interpreted as455

absorption maps (Calvet et al., 2013), thus strictly correlated to fluids/melts, sed-456

iments, and complex fault systems. The highest resolved Q−1c values are indeed457

clearly related to both thermal heterogeneities marking magmatism and sedimentary458

basins. The first very-high absorption anomaly extends across the Central Campa-459

nian province, a region characterized by high heat flow (Scrocca et al., 2003) and460

coincides (at ∼ 14◦, 41◦) with the magmatic systems of the Neapolitan volcanoes461

(Fig. 5b). Across the Po Plain (Northern Italy) and the Adriatic coast, we found a462

good spatial correlation between high-absorption anomalies and sedimentary basins463

that can reach down to 15 km of thickness (Molinari et al., 2015a), in regions charac-464

terised by low-Vp anomalies across the Apennine foredeep (Di Stefano et al., 2009).465

In addition to these primary high-absorption anomalies along the Italian peninsula,466

a trend of relatively-high absorption follows the Apennines and shows good consis-467

tency with the current tectonic front. Only the stable Apulia platform, at the margin468

of our resolved area, is characterized by average attenuation.469

The Northern Tyrrhenian basin is overall characterized by low velocities (Molinari470

et al., 2015b) that support the existence of a thick sedimentary cover (Moeller et al.,471
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2013). Causing the inefficient propagation of Lg wave (Shapiro et al., 1996), these472

sediments are likely responsible for the relatively-high absorption anomaly between473

the Sardinia-Corsica block and Tuscany.474

Di Stefano et al. (1999) retrieved deep (22 km and below) high-velocity anomalies475

beneath the peri-Tyrrhenian margin of the Apennines from northern Tuscany to the476

south. They related these anomalies to strong impedance contrasts producing reflec-477

tions and indicative of a relic of the European lithosphere (Pauselli et al., 2006). The478

low-absorption anomalies found across the western part of the Northern Apennines479

(Fig. 6) support the existence of an older lithospheric body extending in this area.480

Low coda-attenuation patterns similar to ours have been obtained in the area by481

Soergel et al. (2020), who mapped Q−1c using the coda of noise cross-correlations and482

a regionalization approach.483

5. Conclusion484

We have tested kernel-based coda attenuation imaging in the diffu-485

sive approximation at the regional scale (epicentral distances > 400km)486

in a mixed continental-oceanic setting. We have obtained tomographic487

maps of coda attenuation for both the Italian peninsula and the Tyrrhe-488

nian Sea for two different coda windows. A negative attenuation anomaly489

obtained for the coda window 220−320s s suggests that the diffuse approx-490

imation is unfulfilled across an SN-trending region within the Southern491

Tyrrhenian basin. This region of continental crust separates two oceanic492

basins (Vavilov and Marsili) and allows a more efficient propagation of493

the crustal Lg phase than expected at these lapse times. These inter-494

pretations guided a Radiative Transfer forward modelling of the seismic495

energy envelope that combines the effects of both large-scale and small-496

scale structures, responsible for deterministic and stochastic scattering497

processes. A Radiative3D-based inversion of full envelopes for direct- and498

coda-wave attenuation appears an ideal tool to resolve trade-offs between499
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data coverage and forward modelling in attenuation imaging of mixed500

continental and oceanic settings.501

The results highlight the mixed oceanic-continental nature of the south-502

ern part of the Tyrrhenian Sea, and the effect of Moho depth variations503

across the basin, which control intermediate and late-lapse-time coda504

waves energies. By varying the trade-off between the scale length and the505

velocity fluctuations parameters, the Mie scattering regime is the most506

appropriate to fit the behaviour of the whole envelope. The differences be-507

tween this and lower-scattering regimes are reduced using coda envelopes508

measured from 270 s onward. Coda attenuation anomalies mapped us-509

ing later onsets apparently resolve bodies associated with high absorption510

along the Italian peninsula, especially where geodynamic modelling infers511

the inflow of asthenospheric materials in the lowermost part of the crust,512

feeding magmatic systems. The primary high-attenuation pattern coin-513

cides with the location of the magmatic systems feeding the Neapolitan514

volcanoes. The other high-attenuation anomalies across the Po Plain and515

the Adriatic coast are in agreement with the presence of thick sediment516

covers. Our results show potential to resolve variations of Moho depths517

and sediments in the oceanic setting, regions of crustal reverberations,518

and volcanism.519
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Model 1 Model 2

Unpinched Pinched Unpinched Pinched

Sediments/Sea 2 km 4 km 2 km 4 km

Crust 35 km 7 km 43 km 22 km

Moho transition 5 km 5 km 5 km 5 km

Table 1: Layers thicknesses set up in Model 1 and Model 2. In the pinched region, the models do

not include sediments: the first 4km thick layer represents the sea.

VP VS ρ

Sediments 5.22 to 5.45 2.90 to 2.95 2.20

Sediments* 2 to 2.5 1.00 to 1.50 1

Crust 5.40 to 6.84 3.00 to 4.10 2.80

Crust* 5.75 to 6.47 3.25 to 3.70 2.80

Transition 6.87 to 7.20 4.15 to 4.20 3.40

Transition* 6.56 to 6.65 3.75 to 3.80

Mantle 7.60 and up 4.30 and up > 3.50

Table 2: P- and S-waves velocities (VP , VS) and densities (ρ) characterizing the layers in Model 1

and Model 2. * refers to the layers in the pinched region.

Layers: sediments-crust-pinch-moho-mantle

ε Qs

Fig. 6b 0.07, 0.07, 0.07, 0.01, 0.01 500, 1500, 2000, 1500, 1000

Fig. 8a 0.07, 0.07, 0.07, 0.06, 0.06 ′′

Fig. 8b 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.01, 0.01 ′′

Table 3: The values of ε and Qs corresponding to the different layers (sediments, crust, crust in

the pinched region, Moho transition and mantle) are shown in this table for the different synthetic

envelope we obtained.
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Figure 1: Data coverage represented by grey segments connecting sources (black circles) and stations

(red triangles).

Figure 2: Q−1
c obtained at 1 Hz is plotted as a function of the epicentral distance. The lapse times

and lengths of the coda windows are tw = 220s and Lw = 100s (upper panel); tw = 270s and

Lw = 80s (bottom panel). The red dashed lines correspond to the mean values Q−1
c ± σ (σ is the

standard deviation).
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Figure 3: L-curve corresponding to the inversion for the onset at tw = 270s. The damping factor

is set at 0.13 for both coda windows.

Figure 4: (a)Input and outputs of the checkerboard test for the onsets tw=220s (b) and tw=270s

(c).
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Figure 5: Lateral variations in seismic absorption in the frequency band 0.5-1.5Hz, estimated in the

coda window 220-320 s (a) and 270-360 s (b). The grey areas are the areas not resolved through

the inversion and are determined using the checkerboard test results (Fig. 4). Profile AA’ marks

the section modelled with Radiative3D: the modelled sources are located in A and the receiver

in A’. The dotted lines highlight the two main sub-basins, Vavilov (V) and Marsili (M), in the

Southern Tyrrhenian Sea. The green triangles represent the volcanic centers. The main structural

feature represented by the black line is the thrust front. The boundary between the northern (NA),

central (CA) and southern (SA) Apennine domains are defined by the Anzio-Ancona Line (AAL)

and Ortona-Roccamonfina Line (ORL) (Rosenbaum et al., 2008).
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Figure 6: (a): Setup of Model 1: layers below the free surface represent sediments and water, the

crust, the Moho transition, and the mantle. Layers thicknesses and velocities are shown in Tabs.

1-2, respectively. (b): The red envelope is obtained by simulating a source with the characteristics

of Event A. The receiver is at an epicentral distance of 534 km with an azimuth of 175◦.
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Figure 7: (a): Setup of Model 2: layers below the free surface represent sediments and water, the

crust, the Moho transition and the mantle. Layers thicknesses and velocities are shown in Tabs.

1-2, respectively. (b): The red envelope is obtained by modelling a source with the characteristics

of Event A.
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Figure 8: (a) represents the synthetic envelope obtained by setting high scattering values in the

crust and the mantle, i.e ε = 7 − 6%. (b) shows the results by setting lower ε values: 4% for the

crust and 1% for the mantle .

Figure 9: The grey signal represents the real seismogram filtered at 0.5-1.5 Hz. The red envelope

is the synthetic one and the other envelopes correspond to different scattering domains (yellow:

am ∼ 1, purple: am >> 1, green: am << 1)
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Figure 10: Comparison between the Qc value estimations obtained for the synthetic traces and the

station recordings.

Figure 11: (a) Synthetic envelopes obtained for the crustal layer with and without pinch. (b)

Estimation of the coda quality factor from the synthetic envelopes.
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